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1. **Brief Introduction**

Thanks for selecting the color screen GSM/GPRS digital mobile phone. Through reading the manual, you can fully know how to use the mobile phone, appreciate its complete function and simple operating method.

The color screen mobile phone is designed aiming at GSM/GPRS network environment; the phone is Tri SIM card, Tri Standby. However, when one SIM card is calling, the other card can't be called. Besides basic call functions, it also provides many kinds of practical functions, such as phone book, profile, SMS, MP3, video player, taking pictures, video recording and recording, E-book, Game, GPRS internet access, Bluetooth, alarm clock, calculator, world clock, STK, time and date, auto power-on and shut-down, keypad lock, and etc. so that convenient for your work and leisure activities. In addition, it adopts personalized human-computer interface design; its complete function can meet your different requirements.

The color screen mobile phone accords with GSM/GPRS criterion, has obtained the certification of competent authority.

The company reserves the rights to revise the contents of the manual without prior notice.

1.2. **Safety Notice**

If your phone is lost or stolen, please immediately inform the telecom department or commission agents of forbidding the use of
SIM card, so that avoid the economic loss caused by false calling of others.

- When you contact with telecom department or commission agents, they need to know your phone IMEI number (printed on the label on the back of the phone and can be found after taking down the battery). Please copy the number and keep it safe for future use.

In order to use the phone more safely, please adopt preventive measures, for example: set up the PIN code of SIM card, PIN code can prevent your SIM card from being used by others without permission. When leaving the car, please don’t place the phone in a place easy to be seen, you had better to carry with you or lock in the suitcase.

1.3. Safety Alert and Cautions

Before using the phone, please read these cautions carefully so that make sure to use the phone correctly.

1.3.1. General Cautions

- On the plane, in the hospital and other places that forbidden to use the mobile phone, please turn off the phone; otherwise it may affect the normal operation of electronic equipments and medical instruments. Please comply with the relevant regulations if using the phone in these places.

- Please strictly comply with the laws and regulations about the phone use in the driving place. If you use the phone while you are driving, please comply with the following rules: concentrate on driving, pay attention to the road conditions; if the phone has hands-free function, please make a phone call hands free; if the driving conditions are not good, please stop the car, and then dial or receive a call.

- When approaching the places that storing fuel, chemicals or explosives, and etc., please comply with the laws, regulations and the relevant signs.

- Please place the phone, battery and charger in the place out of children’s reach, for fear that the children use them as tools and cause personal injury.

- Your phone only can use the batteries, chargers and other accessories specified by the company for fear that the phone is damaged. If using other batteries and chargers, it may cause liquid leaking, overheat, explosion, fire breakout and other failures of batteries.

- Please don’t use the phone close to weak signal or high precision electronic equipments. Wireless wave interference may cause the mis-operation of these electronic equipments.

- The phone has the function of timely auto power-on, please check the auto power-on and shutdown settings of the phone, so that confirm that the phone will not power on automatically during the flight.

- Please don’t strike, shake or sling the phone violently for fear that the phone is failed or fire breakout.

- Please don’t place the battery, the phone and the charger in the micro-wave oven or high-voltage equipment; otherwise may cause circuit damage or fire breakout and other accidents.

- Please don’t use the phone in the places with inflammable and explosive gas; otherwise may cause phone failure or fire hazard.

- Please don’t place the phone in the places with high temperature, high humidity or a large amount of dust; otherwise it may cause phone failure.

- Please don’t place the phone in the uneven or unstable phone,
prevent the phone from falling off and then cause failure or damage.

- Please only use the original antenna or the antenna being approved by the company. Unapproved and modified antenna or the antenna with additional accessories may damage the phone. Please don’t touch the antenna during a call. Touching the antenna may affect the call quality and make the phone power higher than the required power in normal use. In addition, using the unapproved antenna may violate the regulations in your country.

1.3.2. Cautions of Using the Phone

- Don’t take down or modify the phone; otherwise it may cause the damage, creepage and circuit failure of the phone.
- Please don’t knock the LCD by force or use the LCB to knock other things; otherwise may cause the damage of liquid crystal plate and the leaking of liquid crystal. If liquid crystal enters the eyes, it may cause abolepsia. At this time, please rinse the eyes immediately with clean water (don’t rub the eyes), and see a doctor immediately.
- In very rare cases, if the phone is used in some types of vehicles, it may have bad effect on the electronic equipments in the vehicle. At this time, please don’t use the phone for fear of losing the safety guarantee.
- If your vehicle is equipped with the air bag, please don’t place the phone above the air bag or the area that can be touched after the air bag is swelled, for fear that the phone is applied very strong external force and cause serious damage on the vehicle owner when the air bag is swelled.
- Please don’t touch the keystoke using needles, pen nibs and other sharp objects; otherwise it may damage the phone or cause mis-operation.

- If the antenna is damaged, please don’t use the phone; otherwise it may cause the personal injury.
- Don’t make the phone approach to the magcard and other magnetic objects too closely; radiation wave of the phone may clean out the information stored in the floppy disks, stored value cards and credit cards.
- Please place the drawing pin and other small metal objects in the place that far from the headphone of the phone. The loudhailer is magnetic when it is working and will attract these small metal objects so that may cause personal injury or damage the phone.
- Avoid phone damping, prevent water and other liquid from entering the phone, and then cause short circuit, creepage or other failures of the phone.
- Please use the phone in the place that far from fixed telephone, TV, radio and office automation equipments, for fear that it may affect the using effects of these equipments and the phone.

1.3.3. Cautions of Using the Battery

- Please don’t take down or modify the battery; otherwise it may cause liquid leaking, overheat, explosion or fire breakout of battery.
- Don’t throw the old battery into general life rubbish. Treat the battery according to the regulated indication in the place that definitely regulates the waste battery treatment.
- Please don’t throw the battery into the fire, otherwise it may cause the fire breakout or explosion of the battery.
- When installing the battery, don’t apply pressure forcefully; otherwise it may cause liquid leaking, overheat, explosion or fire breakout of the battery.
- Please don’t make the battery short circuit using the electrical
wire, needle and other metal objects; don’t place the battery, necklace and other metal objects together; otherwise it may cause liquid leaking, overheat, explosion or fire breakout of the battery.

- Please don’t solder the battery contact; otherwise it may cause liquid leaking, overheat, explosion or fire breakout of the battery.

- If battery liquid enter the eyes, it may cause epilepsy; at this time, please don’t rub the eyes using the hand, please rinse the eyes with clean water, and then see a doctor immediately.

- Please don’t use or place the battery near the fire or oven and other high temperature places; otherwise it may cause liquid leaking, overheat, explosion or fire breakout of the battery.

- If the battery is increasing the temperature abnormally, color change, distortion and other phenomena during the using, charging or storing process, please stop using it and then change new battery.

- If leaking liquid of the battery contacts with the skin and clothing, it may cause skin burn, please rinse it with clean water immediately, and see a doctor if necessary.

- If the battery is leaking liquid or giving out strange odor, please take the battery away from open fire immediately, avoid fire breakout or explosion.

- Please don’t make the battery damp, otherwise it may cause overheat, smoking or corrosion of the battery.

- Please don’t use or place the battery under direct sunlight and other high temperature places, otherwise it may cause liquid leaking or overheat, reduce the performance and shorten the service life.

- Please don’t charge the battery continuously for more than 24 hours.

- Please place the battery in the cool and ventilated place away from direct sunlight.

- Service life of the battery is limited. Service time of the battery is gradually shortened after the frequent charging. If many times of charging is failed, it means that battery life is drained, please replace the new battery of designated type.

1.3.4. Cautions of Using the Charger

- Please don’t take down or modify the charger; otherwise it may cause personal injury, electric shock, fire breakout or charger damage.

- Please use 220V alternating current. Using other voltage may cause creepage, fire breakout and damage the phone and the charger.

- Short circuit of the charger is forbidden; otherwise it may cause electric shock, smoking and charger damage.

- Please don’t use the charger when the power cord is damaged; otherwise it may cause fire breakout or electric shock.

- Please clean the dirt that accumulates in the power socket in time.

- Please don’t place the water container, and etc. near the charger, for fear of water splashing and then cause short circuit, creepage or other failures.

- If the charger contacts water or other liquid, please cut off power supply immediately, so that prevent short circuit, fire breakout, electric shock or charger failure.

- Don’t use the charger in the bathroom and other high humidity places; otherwise may cause electric shock, fire breakout or charger damage.

- Please don’t contact the charger, electrical wire and power socket with wet hands; otherwise it may cause electric shock.

- Don’t place heavy object on the power cord or reconstruct the
electrical wire; otherwise may cause electric shock or fire breakout.

- Please pull out the charger plug from power socket before cleaning and maintenance.
- Seize the charger when pulling the plug, pulling the power cord will damage the electrical wire, cause electric shock or fire breakout.
- Don't charge in the following places: direct sunlight and other high temperature places; wet and ashy place or the place with large vibration (will cause failure); near TV, radio and other home applications (will affect the image and sound effects).

1.3.5. Cleaning and Maintenance

- Please don’t use the phone, the battery and the charger in the bathroom and other high humidity places, and prevent them from rain.
- Please clean the phone, the battery and the charger using soft and dry cloth.
- Please don’t wipe the phone using alcohol, thinner or benzene and other chemical reagents.
- The socket with dirt may cause poor contact and power-off, so that can’t be charged, please clean it regularly.

2. Before Use

2.1. Description of the Standby Pictures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Description of functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Network signal strength" /></td>
<td>Network signal strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="The more the stripe is, the stronger the signal is." /></td>
<td>The more the stripe is, the stronger the signal is. When SIM card is inserted in card slot 1, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Network signal strength" /></td>
<td>Network signal strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="The more the stripe is, the stronger the signal is." /></td>
<td>The more the stripe is, the stronger the signal is. When SIM card is inserted in card slot 2, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Battery strength" /></td>
<td>Battery strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="The full the fill is, the more electric quantity is." /></td>
<td>The full the fill is, the more electric quantity is. Standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Alarm clock on and off" /></td>
<td>Alarm clock on and off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="It means that alarm clock is set and started. If alarm clock is set as off, the icon will disappear automatically. In addition, schedule prompt and automatic power-on and shutdown also show the icon." /></td>
<td>It means that alarm clock is set and started. If alarm clock is set as off, the icon will disappear automatically. In addition, schedule prompt and automatic power-on and shutdown also show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Unread SMS of SIM card 1" /></td>
<td>Unread SMS of SIM card 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="When there is unread SMS in the inbox of SIM card 1, standby screen will show the icon." /></td>
<td>When there is unread SMS in the inbox of SIM card 1, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Unread SMS of SIM card 2" /></td>
<td>Unread SMS of SIM card 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="When there is unread SMS in the inbox of SIM card 2, standby screen will show the icon." /></td>
<td>When there is unread SMS in the inbox of SIM card 2, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Unread SMS of SIM card 1 and SIM card 2" /></td>
<td>Unread SMS of SIM card 1 and SIM card 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="When there is unread SMS in the inboxes of SIM" /></td>
<td>When there is unread SMS in the inboxes of SIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full SMS of SIM card 1</td>
<td>When SMS is full in SIM card 1, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full SMS of SIM card 2</td>
<td>When SMS is full in SIM card 2, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full SMS</td>
<td>When stored quantity of SMS is full, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unread MMS</td>
<td>When there is unread MMS, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full MMS</td>
<td>When the stored quantity of MMS is full, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed call of SIM card 1</td>
<td>When there is missed call, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed call of SIM card 2</td>
<td>When there is missed call, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal mode</td>
<td>When the profile is normal mode, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mute mode</td>
<td>When the profile is mute mode, standby screen will show the icon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bass mode</td>
<td>When the profile is bass mode, standby mode will</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.2. Install SIM Card and Memory Card**

**2.2.1. SIM card**

Before using the phone, you must insert valid SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card in the phone. SIM card is provided by network supplier.

All the information related to network connection are recorded in the chip of SIM card, also the names, telephone...
numbers and SMS that storing in the phone book of SIM card. You can take out SIM card from your phone, and use it in any GSM mobile phone (new mobile phone can read SIM card automatically).

In order to avoid losing or damaging the information saves in SIM card, please don't touch the metal contact surface, and place SIM card in the place that away from electricity and magnetic force. Once SIM card is damaged, you can't use the phone normally.

Prompt: Please make sure to power off the phone before taking out SIM card. It is absolutely forbidden to insert or take out SIM card with external power supply; otherwise it may damage SIM card and the phone.

2.2.2. Insertion and Taking out SIM Card

Metal contact surface of SIM card is easily scratched. You must take out SIM care carefully before the assembly.

■ Power off the phone, remove the rear cover, battery or other external power supply.

■ according to the prompt shown on the card slot of SIM card, press the card slot of SIM card using the finger, and then move at the direction of OPEN, open the card slot cover of SIM card, make one end with metal card and metal surface face downward, place the SIM card in the card slot, close the card slot of SIM card, press the card slot of SIM card using the finger, and then moves at the direction of LOCK.

■ When taking out SIM card, directly pull it outward and then can take out SIM card.

Prompt: If not special explanation, the explanation in the text is described according to the conditions of inserting three SIM cards; if you only insert one SIM card, then some menus may not be shown.

2.2.3. Memory Card

■ Take out the rear cover and battery, according to the prompt shown on the card slot of memory card, press the card slot of memory card using the finger, and then move at the direction of OPEN, open the card slot cover of memory card, make one end with metal card and metal surface face downward, place the memory card in the card slot, close the card slot of memory card, press the card slot of memory card using the finger, and then moves at the direction of LOCK, the other memory card is also inserted in this way.

Prompt: If the memory card is failed, please check whether it is correctly placed and good contact of metal point.

2.3. Battery

2.3.1. Install the Battery

■ Take out rear cover of the phone.

■ Make one end of battery with metal surface aim at the battery connector.

■ Then gently press the battery downward using the finger, and then press the other end to install the battery.

Prompt: Please operate correctly so that avoid damaging the battery connector.
2.3.2. Charging

Insert the charger in the charging interface at the side end of the phone.

After inserting the charging plug, battery strength icon stripe at the top right corner of the screen is scrolling, which means that the charging is processing; when the stripe is full of the whole icon and stop scrolling, which means that the battery charging is completed; after the charging is completed, press the button at both sides of the charger, and then pull out the plug.

When electric quantity is not enough, warning message will be sent; and electric quantity shows empty. When electric quantity is too low, the phone will power off automatically. Please don’t make the battery in the status of not enough electric quantity for a long time; otherwise it may damage the battery quality and service life. Please don’t charge the battery for a long time.

Prompt: In order to ensure normal operation of the phone, please make sure to use the designated charger.

2.4. Security Password

- PIN

PIN (Personal Identification Number) is used to prevent your SIM card from being used illegally. PIN is usually provided with SIM card together. If you input wrong PIN for continuous three times, please input PUK to unlock it. Please contact with network operations company for more details.

- PIN2

You need to input PIN2 when entering some functions (such as call charge); if you input wrong PIN2 for continuous three times, you need to input PUK2 to unlock it. Please contact with network operations company for more details.

- PUK

When changing the locked PIN, you need to input PUK (Personal Unlock Key). PUK is provided with SIM card together. If it is not provided, please contact with your service provider. If you input wrong PUK for continuous ten times, the SIM card can’t be used again. Please contact with your service provider to buy new card. You can’t change PUK. If you lose the code, please contact with your service provider.

- PUK2

When changing the locked PIN2, you need to input PUK2. If you input wrong PUK2 for continuous ten times, you can’t change the functions that need PIN2. Please contact with your service provider to buy new card. You can’t change PUK 2. If you lose the code, please contact with your service provider.
3. Quick User Guide

The phone has not only the basic functions of mobile phone, but also support rich, practical and rapid feature functions, can be briefly introduced as follows:

- **Multi-SIM**: The phone is Tri SIM card, Tri Standby.
- **Flashlight**: The phone has built-in flashlight which can be switched on by long pressing the OK key, and switched off by pressing the Red key.
- **Phone book**: Each phone book record stores in the phone book can accord with three telephone numbers at most, the phone can store 500 records at most; can send SMS and MMS in the phone book, copy phone book record between SIM card and the phone.
- **Profile**: Custom the ringtone (include ringtone setting, volume adjustment, incoming call prompt, SMS prompt, alarm clock prompt, key tone, low voltage warning tone, power-on and power-off tone) according to different events or environment.
- **Call log**: The phone will automatically store the information of call log for you to check; support to call the telephone number in the call log; support to save the telephone number in the call log to phone book and set as rejected call; support the function of sending SMS, MMS, and etc. to the phone numbers in the call log.
- **Media**: Your phone provides all kinds of entertainment services, include player, camera, game and other functions.
- **Camera**: The phone supports photo taking and video recording. You can customize the photo taking and video recording, and switch between preset and post video cameras.
- **Network services**: The phone supports WAP services. Using WAP browser to access and enjoy wireless network, obtain rich information.
- **Personal assistant**: The phone supports various partial functions. Supports Bluetooth, alarm clock, calculator, calendar and schedule, world clock and other functions.
- **System settings**: You can customize the phone according to the needs, include display settings, phone settings, call settings and other functions.
- **Input method**: The phone supports various input modes, which is convenient for you to input English, letters, numbers, Chinese characters, symbols, and etc.

3.1. Dial a Call

In the standby mode, numbers will be shown after pressing the keyboard screen, input the numbers you want to dial, and then press Dial key to dial a call.

Press left soft key during a call; there are switch, phone book, SMS, call log, begin to record, send sound and hands free call for your selection:

- **Switch**: Hold a call, switch again to call normally.
- **Phone book**: During a call, you can enter the phone book and conduct the relevant operations.
- **SMS**: During a call, you can enter SMS and conduct the relevant operations. During a call, you can’t send and download MMS.
- **Call log**: Enter the call log interface.
- **Begin to record**: Enter Record during a call, the file is stored in Record menu.
- **Send sound**: when connecting to Bluetooth earphone successfully, you can switch the call sound to the
3.2. Reject a Call
You can press Hang up key to reject an incoming call.

3.3. Receive a Call
When an incoming call arrives, the phone will give out the corresponding prompt (such as vibration, ring, and etc.); if network support, the phone screen will show the name and telephone number of the caller; at this time, you can press Dial key to receive an incoming call.

3.4. End a Call
After finishing a call, you can press Hang up key to end a call.

3.5. Emergency Services
You can directly dial a emergency service call without SIM card.
Different network uses different emergency numbers, please consult your network operations company for more details.

3.6. Extension Speed Dial
After inputting telephone number, if you want to input branch number, please press and hold "*", input your extension number after the display screen shows “P”. After getting through the call, it will directly dial the extension.

3.7. Dialed Calls/Missed Calls/Received Calls/Rejected Calls
You can enter call log to check the relevant details of dialed calls, missed calls, received calls and rejected calls.
Prompt: The record of incoming call from blacklist number will be saved in Rejected Calls.

3.8. Call Forward
After call forward function is started, according to different forward conditions settings (Call Forward Unconditionally, Forward Busy, Forward No Answer, Forward Can Not Reach), you can select to switch the incoming call to voice inbox or other telephone numbers.

3.9. Call Waiting
After call waiting function is started, when you are calling, the other call can be put through.

3.10. Call Barring
After call barring function is started, according to different restricted conditions setting (all the dialed calls, all the incoming calls, incoming calls when roaming, outgoing international calls, outgoing international calls when roaming), you can restrict the call under the corresponding conditions (need to apply to network operator for business).

3.11. Power off the Phone
In the standby mode, press and hold Hang Up key to power off the phone.
4. Function Menu

4.1. Contacts

This function could help you browse the phone book, store, edit and delete the names and phone numbers in the phone and SIM card. To facilitate the management of the records, this phone sets the group function, collecting the similar items into a group. The storage capacity of the SIM card varies and the maximum storage capacity of this phone is 500.

Under the standby interface, press the right soft key to enter the interface of the phone book. When the record of the phone book is not empty, press the left soft key for the following operation:

Note: Take the records in SIM card 1 for example.

4.1.1. New

Create new phone book records to SIM card or the mobile phone.

4.1.2. Contacts search

Search the phone number by inputting the first character of each name.

4.1.3. Write message

Send SMS or MMS to this record.

4.1.4. Dial up

You can dial this record directly or use IP dial.

4.1.5. Send vcard

You can send vcard by SMS or Bluetooth.

4.1.6. Delete

Delete this record.

4.1.7. Mark

You can mark this record or mark all records.

4.1.8. Copy

Copy to phone
Copy all to phone
Copy all to SIM 1
Copy all to SIM 2
Copy all to SIM 3
Copy to memory card

4.1.9. Others

- Speed dial setting
Set this record into shortcut dial. After setting, under the standby interface, long press the number key you’ve set to call this record.
Note: Under standby interface, long press number key 1 will enter the voice mailbox of SIM card 1.
Under standby interface, long press number key 2 will enter the voice mailbox of SIM card 2.
Under standby interface, long press number key 3 will enter the voice mailbox of SIM card 3.

- **Own Number**
  Could set the number of this phone in SIM1, SIM2 and SIM3.
- **Memory query**
  Could enquire the capacity of SIM1, SIM2 and the phone.
- **Single line/Double line**
  Could set the numbers display style in single line or double line.

4.2. **Message**

4.2.1. **Write messages**

- **SMS**
  You could write new message by using this function. When you input the message to be sent, press the left soft key to send to a particular person and a special group, add symbol, add the templates, contact person information and save, etc.
  --Send: Enter the interface to input the number, or press the left soft key to enter the phone book and choose the number to send.
  --Group message: You could input the phone number, or press the left soft key to choose the group or choose the records from the Call History to send.

  --Add symbol: Enter the symbol interface and add the symbols to the message.
  --Insert the templates: Enter the templates interface and you could insert the template to the message.
  --Add the information of the contact person: Enter the Phone Book interface and you could insert the phone book information to the message.
  --Save: Save this message to the drafts.

- **MMS**
  You could edit the picture message, add pictures or rings with this function.
  Select the “Picture Message” and enter, now you could edit the receiver, forwarder and confidential receiver, edit the title, content, send, preview, save and set the timing send.
  --Send: Send the edited picture message.
  --Receiver: Edit the receiver of the picture message, or enter the phone book to choose the number, or choose Group, or delete or modify the receiver.
  --Forwarder: Edit the forwarder of the picture message, or enter the phone book to choose the number, or choose Group, or delete or modify the receiver.
  --Confidential receiver: Edit the confidential receiver of the picture message, or enter the phone book to choose the number, or choose Group, or delete or modify the receiver.
  --Edit title: Edit the theme of the picture message.
  --Edit content: Enter the menu of the Edit Content, press the left soft key to insert new page or picture, edit the words, insert the sound, the playing time of the current page, delete the picture, sound or the current page, last page, next page.
  --Preview: Preview the edited picture message.
4.2.2. Inbox

Store the message and picture message you’ve received. The message and picture message could be differentiated by different icons. The icon after the message list means whether this message is stored in SIM1, SIM2 or SIM3.

Choose one message and press the left soft key, you could Reply the message or picture message, Forward, Reply the phone, Delete, find the Message Details or Delete All.

--Open: Read the message.
--Reply message: Reply the message.
--Reply picture message: Reply the picture message.
--Forward: Forward the selected message to others.
--Reply the phone: Call the receiver.
--Delete: Delete this message.
--Message details: View the details of the message.
--Delete all: Delete all the messages in the inbox (including the message and picture message)

Choose one picture message and press the left soft key, you could Play, view Details, Delete, Reply Picture Message, Reply Message, Reply Phone, Save Picture, Save Music and Delete All.

--Play: Play this picture message.
--Details: View the time, size, theme, sender, receiver, forwarder and priority of the picture message.

--Delete: Delete this picture message.
--Reply picture message: Reply the picture message.
--Reply message: Reply the message.
--Forward: Forward this picture message to the others.
--Reply the phone: Call the receiver.
--Save picture: How to save the picture in the picture message, you could view in “My file”.
--Save music: How to save the music in the picture message, you could view in “My file”.
--Delete all: Delete all the messages in the inbox (including the message and picture message)

4.2.3. Outbox

Store the message and picture message you’ve sent in failure. The message and picture message could be differentiated by different icons. The icon after the message list means whether this message is stored in SIM1, SIM2 or SIM3.

Choose one message and press the left soft key, you could Open, Send, Forward, Reply phone, Delete or Delete all.

--Open: Read the message.
--Send: Send this message.
--Forward: Forward this message to the others.
--Reply the phone: Call the others.
--Delete: Delete this message.
--Delete all: Delete all the messages in the inbox (including the message and picture message)

Choose one picture message and press the left soft key, you could Send, Play, Edit, Delete or Delete all.

--Send: Send this picture message.
--Play: Play this picture message.
4.2.4. **Draftbox**

Store the message and picture message you’ve edited. The message and picture message could be differentiated by different icons. The icon after the message list means whether this message is stored in SIM1, SIM2 or SIM3.

Choose one picture message and press the left soft key, you could Edit, Delete or Delete all.

--Edit: Edit this message.
--Delete: Delete this message.
--Delete all: Delete all the messages in the Drafts (including the message and picture message)

Choose one picture message and press the left soft key, you could Edit, Delete or Delete all.

--Edit: Edit this message.
--Delete: Delete this message.
--Delete all: Delete all the messages in the Drafts (including the message and picture message)

4.2.5. **Sentbox**

Store the message and picture message you’ve sent successfully. The message and picture message could be differentiated by different icons. The icon after the message list means whether this message is stored in SIM1, SIM2 or SIM3.

Choose one message and press the left soft key, you could Open, Forward, Reply phone, Delete or Delete all.

--Open: Read the message.
--Forward: Forward this message to the others.
--Reply the phone: Call the receiver.
--Delete: Delete this message.
--Delete all: Delete all the messages in the Sent Messages (including the message and picture message)

Choose one picture message and press the left soft key, you could Forward, Play, Details, Delete or Delete all.

--Forward: Forward this picture message to the others.
--Play: Play this picture message.
--Details: View the time, size, theme, receiver, forwarder and priority of the picture message.
--Delete: Delete this picture message.
--Delete all: Delete all the messages in the Sent Messages (including the message and picture message)

4.2.6. **Option**

When you selection the “Option”, you can do the following options:

**Template SMS**
You could edit or delete the templates.

**Voice mail**
This phone supports the function of the voice mailbox. You could choose among SIM1, SIM2 or SIM3. When you receive the calls from others, they could give you a message in your voice mailbox. When you phone receives the message notice, you could listen the messages.

■ Listen to the message: Dial the number of the voice mailbox and listen to the message.
Number setting: Edit the number of the voice mailbox.

Note: The realization of the voice mailbox requires the support of the network operator and you may firstly apply for this service. For more information and the number of the voice mail, please inquire about your local network operator.

Cell broadcast
The area info services send different kinds of messages. Change the setting of this service and inquire the area info by using this function.

- Read: Read the messages received.
- Startup the broadcasting. Choose to startup/close the broadcasting.
- Channel: Determine the channel to receive the area message.
  --Add the channel: Add the channel index and channel name.
  --Channel list: Display the channel list.
- Language: Set different languages.

SMS settings
There are several options: SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3 service center, Validity period, Delivery report, Save sent message, Saving position, etc.

--SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3 msg center: Display the SMS service center number in SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3.
--Message validity period: You could set the validity period of the message for 1 hour, 6 hours, 24 hours, 72 hours, 1 week and the maximum value.
Note: This time is related with the services of the network operator.
--Status report: May choose to startup or close the Status report. After switching this function is on and when you send the message successfully, you will receive the delivery report.

--Save sent message: There are three options: “Suggest to choose”, “Save”, “Not save”.
Suggest to choose: Before sending the message, you will be suggested to choose “Send” and “Save”.
Save: Save automatically your sent message.
Not save: Not to save automatically your sent message.

--Prior storage medium: You could choose SIM card or phone.

MMS settings
- SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3 MMS Account: You could choose the network account of SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3.
  --Arrive report: When this function is on, after the picture message is successfully received, the user will receive a delivery report.
  --Read report: When this function is on, after the receiver reads the picture message, he could choose to send the receiving report.
  --Anonymity: When this function is on, after the receiver reads your picture message, the sender’s name and number are hidden. This function requires the network support.
  --Priority: Set the priority of the picture message as: High priority/common priority/low priority.
--Retrieve MMS: Manual receiving or Automatic receiving. If choose Automatic receiving. When the picture message is received and return to the standby interface, the picture message will be loaded automatically.

--Play sound: When this function is startup, while viewing the picture message, the tone will be played automatically.

--Adverting: If this function is on, the advertisements in picture message are allowed.

--Message validity period: Set the validity period of the picture message: 12 hours, 1 day, 1 week and maximum period.

Note: This time is related with the services of the network operator.

--Restore to default: You could reset to default by this function.

Message Memory
You could view the capacity of the message and picture message.

4.3. Call logs
Display your recent call history.

4.3.1. Dialed numbers
Display the list of your recent dialed numbers.
Under the interface of Dialed, press the left soft key “Option” to enter the Option interface and you could go on the following operations.

- Details: You could inquire the details of the record, including the name, number, calling time and times, etc.
- Dial: Direct call this number.
- Save: You could save this number into the SIM card or the phone.
- Send message: You could send message to this number.
- Send picture message: You could send picture message to this number.
- Add to the existing name: Add this number to the existing record of the phone book.
- Set as rejected call: Add this dialed call into blacklist.
- IP dial: Call this number by IP dialing.
- Delete: Delete the dialed number.
- Delete all: Delete all the records in the Dialed list.

4.3.2. Received calls
Display the list of your recent answered numbers. The operation is the same as the Dialed.

4.3.3. Missed calls
Display the list of your recent missed numbers. The operation is the same as the Dialed.

4.3.4. Rejected calls
Display the incoming call records in the blacklist.

4.3.5. Delete all
You could delete all the records of the Dialed, Missed, Answered
and Rejected.

4.3.6. Call timer

You could choose the view the time counting in SIM1/SIM2/SIM3, which displays the last call, answered call, dialed call and all the calls. Press the left soft key, the time counting will be zero.

4.3.7. Call costs

Display the total call expense, the upper limit of the call, charges, data reset, the functions of which shall be supported by the network operators.

Note: The call expense function shall be supported by the network operator. The design of the charging unit and the phone rate limit shall require you to input the PIN2 code. Please contact with your network operator to achieve the password.

4.3.8. GPRS flowrate

You could check the GPRS flow of the SIM1/SIM2/SIM3, and press the left soft key to reset.

4.4. Settings

You can customize the settings, such as time and date, language, call settings etc.

4.4.1. Call settings

- Multi -SIM:

--- Standby mode: You can choose standby mode: SIM1 Enable, SIM2 Enable, SIM3 Enable.
--- Main SIM Settings: You can set the main SIM card for Call, Speed dial, Broadcast message and so on.
--- Set SIM Name: You can set the name of SIM1/SIM2/SIM3.

Network selection: When your phone enjoys roaming service, the network can automatically or manually select network. The network roaming service can only be used when you subscribed the effective roaming service provided by the other network operator.

--- Auto select: Press left selection key or "OK" key, the phone will automatically search network. The operation will have the phone independently registered with the most proper network.
--- Manual select: Press left selection key or "OK" key, the phone will search available network, and select the compatible network from the network list.

Call divert: When "call divert" function is started up, you can transfer the incoming call to voice inbox or other phone number according to the scheduled "call divert" conditions.

--- Unconditional: All incoming calls will be transferred to voice inbox or other phone number according to the setup.
--- If busy: When your number is busy, the incoming calls will be transferred to voice inbox or other phone number according to the setup.
--- If no answer: When there are missed calls in your phone, they will be transferred to voice inbox or other phone number according to the setup.
--- If unreachable: When your phone is power off or out of the service area, the incoming calls will be transferred to voice inbox or other phone number according to the setup.
--- Cancel call diverts: You can delete all settings of call divert.

- Call barring: All outgoing calls, incoming calls, roaming incoming calls, international outgoing calls, roaming international outgoing calls are available.
  --- All outgoing calls: Start up the function will bar all outgoing calls.
  --- All incoming calls: Start up the function will bar all incoming calls.
  --- Incoming when roam: Start up the function will bar all roaming incoming calls.
  --- All intl outgoing: Start up the function will bar all international outgoing calls.
  --- Outgoing intl roam: Start up the function will bar roaming international incoming calls.
  --- Cancel all barring: Cancel all restrictions.
  --- Change password: You can consult your network operator about the call barring password.

- Call waiting: You can activate or deactivate the function. When it is activated, even when you are making a call, you can also receive another income call.

--- Hide ID: You can set Hide ID/Display ID/ Display ID by network/check status.
--- Select line: Select line 1 or line 2.
--- Fly mode: active/select when power on.
--- Others:
  --- IP shortcut key: You can select different IP number or revise IP number.
  --- 50 sec voice call alert: When the call lasts for 50 seconds, the reminder sound can be heard.

After for voice call connected: When the function is started up, each time when a call is connected, the reminder tone will be heard.

Answer/Reject mode:
  --- Reply SMS after reject: When an incoming call is rejected, a reminder "answer SMS" will appear.
  --- Anykey answer: When this function is started up, you can answer a call by press any key except right selection key or end key.

Auto redial: You can start up or suspend the function. When it is started up, a failed dialing will automatically redial.

Note: The above-mentioned function will have to need network support. To use the function, please contact your network service provider.

4.4.2. Phone settings

--- Time and Date: You can set up the date and time on the
Select language: You can select phone language.
Shortcut settings: You can set shortcuts.
Auto power on/off: Set the auto power on or off.
Key vibrate: You can activate or deactivate it.
Power management: You can review power management.
Restore settings: Some settings of the phone can be restored to factory settings.

4.4.3. Display settings
- Wallpaper settings: You can customize different wallpaper images.
- Idle screen style: You can select standard style or smart style.
- Idle display settings: You can customize the standby display.
  - Time&Date: Select the item, time and date will display on the standby panel.
  - Service provider: Select the item, the name of SIM operator will display on the standby panel.
  - Today’s task: Select the item, the schedule will display on the standby panel.
  - Customized word: Select the item, it will display on the standby panel.
- Contrast: You can set the lightness of your phone.
- Backlight: “Always on”, “30seconds”, “20seconds”, “15seconds”, “10seconds” and “5seconds” are available.
- Keypad light: “20seconds”, “10seconds”, “5seconds”,

4.4.4. Security settings
- PIN
  You can startup, suspend or modify PIN code. Correct PIN code shall be input when you unlock or suspend PIN code. If PIN code verification is started up, each time when you switch on your phone, you will have to input PIN code. If you input mistaken PIN codes three times in a row, SIM card will be locked. You will have to get PUK1 code to unlock it. Please contact network operator to get PUK1 code when necessary.
  The default PIN code is 1234.
- PIN2
  You can review PIN2 code. For details, please contact network operator.
- Privacy
  You can review privacy protection password. Besides, you can also set passwords for some menus, in this way, you will have to input password each time when you desire to open the menus.
  The default password of privacy protection mode is 1234.
- Auto keypad lock
  Start up the function, when the phone is in any mode and

“nighttime mode” and “suspended” are available.
- Animation effect: You can set the animation effect of main menu effect, power on and off display and others.

Note: When “nighttime” mode is turned on, the keypad light will not be on from am 6:00 to pm 6:00.
without being touched, it will automatically lock the keypad
(In case the screen backlight will be always on, the keypad
will not be automatically locked).

- **Power-on password**
  You can start up or suspend “phone password” or revise
  it. When “phone password” is started up, you will have to
  input “password” each time when you use the phone.
- **Guardlock**
  You can start up or suspend anti-theft function or revise
  anti-theft function password (the password shall be 6-digit).
  When “Theft proof” function is started up, your can only use
  your SIM card. If different SIM card is used, the phone will
  automatically check it when you switch it on, and the phone
  will require you to input protection password. If the password
  is correct, you can set up the SIM card so that it is compatible
  with the anti-theft function.

If three mistaken passwords are input, when you switch on the
phone, it will send warning SMS to your original SIM card
every 24 hours If the phone is switched off, the warning
messages will be sent when you switch on the phone. The
warning messages will indicate the existing SIM card and the
neighborhood number. When 15 warning SMS were sent out,
the phone cannot be used. You will have to take the purchase
evidence to ask for the dealer’s help.

To guarantee the safety of your phone, you are suggested to
start up the function when you purchased the phone.
- **Start up:** Start up anti-theft function.
- **Suspend:** To suspend anti-theft function, you will have to
  input the protection password you set for the phone.
- **Revise password:** To revise protection password, you will
  have to input the protection password you set for the phone.

### 4.4.5. Profiles

You could set different scene modes. Including Standard, Silent,
Vibrate, Low ring, High ring and vibrate.

You could choose Active, Settings or Rename. When you select the
settings, you can do the following options:

- **Ring settings**
  - **SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3 call ring:** You could set the ring tone of
    SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3 into fixed tone or more tones.
  - **SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3 MSG ring:** You could set the message tone when the SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3 receives
    the message.

- **Adjust volume**
  - **Caller ringtone:** You could set the ring volume when there is
    an incoming call.
  - **Message ringtone:** You could set the ring volume when there is
    an incoming message.
  - **Call volume:** You could set the volume when you are calling.
  - **Alarm volume:** You could set the volume of the alarm clock
    when it rings.
  - **Power on/off tone:** You could set the volume of power on/off
    ring tone.

- **Call alert**
  You could set the incoming call alert for the SIM1 and SIM2
  and there are five options for you to choose: ring tone, vibration, mute, ring after vibration and vibrating ring.

- **Message alert**
  You could set the incoming message alert for the SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3 and there are four options for you to choose: ring tone, vibration, mute, and vibrating ring.
4.4.6. Connection management

Network account
You can link the settings and add network accounts. The default link settings are CMCC WAP, CMCC_MMS, CUCC WAP, you can build a new link and add a new link from the list of accounts.
Select the “Option”, you can select the functions:
—Building A New Link Setting:
■ Security Connect Setting: Disable / Enable.
■ User Name: input the name of account.
■ Password: input the password.
■ Apn: input access point name.
■ Gateway: input IP address of gateway, for instance, 10.0.0.172, each IP is unique.
■ Port: input the gateway port, and the port is unique.
■ Rename: you can rename the port.
■ Set Homepage: set the account as homepage.

Advance Setting: input DNS address, and set the net type: WAP / HTTP.
—Add A New Link Setting: you can add a new account from the phone. There are several built-in accounts, for instance, CMCC GPRS, CMCC_MMS, CUCC GPRS, CUCC_MMS, VODAFONE WAP, AIRTEL WAP, and so on.
—Search: you can search the linking of account.
—Delete A Setting-list: delete the adding link-list one by one.
—Edit: edit the account of the menu.

4.5. Multimedia

4.5.1. Camera

The device is equipped with a webcam with high pixels. You can take a photo at any time and save the photo in the device or SIM card. The photo can be used as wallpaper of your device or you can send it to your friends through MMS (multimedia messaging service).
You can view the photo on screen or press the OK key to take a photo. On the camera preview interface, press the left or right navigation key, you can enter several options, as follow:
—Shoot mode: Select go to DC or DV.
—Size: The photo image size can be configured as: 1280x960, 640x480, 320x240, 176x220. The default image size is 640x480.
—Profiles: You can set up the image modes as Normal and Night. The default environment mode will be “Normal”. After that, press left Selection key and back to “take a photo” mode and continue to take photos. The
I-1ightness: There are seven levels of lightness available.
---Contrast: There are seven levels of contrast available.
---Exposure bias: You can select the levels of exposure compensate.
---White Balance: You can set it as auto, incandesce, fluorescent, sun light. The default mode will be “auto”.
---Delay: You can set up the timer as: suspended, 3S and 10S. The default mode will be “suspended”. After that, you can press left Selection key and back to “take a photo” mode and continue to take photos. The aforesaid setup will become effective.
---Effect: The special effect can be classified into: normal, black and white, red, green, blue, negative and reminiscence. The default mode will be “normal”. Select an effect, then press left Selection key can back to “take a photo” mode and continue to take photos. The aforesaid settings became effective.

Note: Observe photographing related local laws and regulations. Do not use the function in illegal way.

In the photo view interface, press the OK key to take a photo, and then save the photo. Then select the “options”. You can also do the following:
---Delete: Delete the picture.
---Set as wallpaper: Save the photo as wallpaper image.

4.5.2. Audio Player

This phone could play the audio files stored in the phone and support the background play.

Under the MP3 main interface, enter the MP3 list interface, then you can play, find details and set the MP3 to the ring of the incoming call.
---Lyric: The phone support display the lyric, the format of * .lrc. You must store the lyric in the memory card.
---List: Enter into the MP3 list.
---Set ring: Set the song as call ring or alarm ring.
---Play mode: Select the play mode.
---EQ setting: You can set the EQ, such as Regular, Classic, Odeum, Jazz, Rock, Soft rock, and so on.

Note:
1. If leaving the interface of playing the MP3, the background broadcasting status will remain and the standby interface will display the name of the music played in circulation.
2. Under the interface of the background broadcasting, press the Up key, the main menu of the MP3 will be re-displayed. Enter the corresponding menu according to the direction key for other circumstances.
3. If the name of the file exceeds the maximum length, the list interface may not display the file in full. It’s the same as the video broadcasting list.
4.5.3. Video Player

This phone supports the 3pg and mp4. This phone could play the audio files stored in the memory card and support the background play.

After entering the video player, select the icons, you can do the options, as follow:

- "Play", play the video file;
- "Pause", stop the playing temporarily;
- "Stop", stop playing the video file;
- "next/previous", fast forward or return the video file;
- "list", display the video file in full screen;
- "mode", play the video file in circulation;
- "Pause", enter the volume adjustment interface;
- "Back", return the previous interface;

Enter the media player interface, select one then select the options, you could go on the following operation.

- Play: play the video file.
- Add video item: You can add video item.
- Update list: You can update the list.
- Delete from list: You can delete the file from list.
- Detail: Look over the detail of the video file.
- Screensaver: You can set the video as screensaver.
- Power on animation: Set the video as power on animation.
- Power off animation: Set the video as power off animation.
- Mark: You can mark the files.

Note: The audio format must be AMR. If the format isn’t AMR, the system clews "Not support".

4.5.4. FM radio

Enter the radio interface, search the frequency by pressing the left and right keys. Under the interface of the Radio playing, you could adjust the volume by pressing the Up and Down keys.

Under the interface of the Radio playing, you could view the channel list by pressing the left soft key, or manually input the radio frequency.

Note: When the battery of your cell is insufficient, you may not enter the Radio channel.

4.6. File list

You can check the files within SD card by the function and do some interrelated operations.

Ebook:
Save document as .txt format. Enter the E-book list if you’ve saved these valid files, then press the OK key you can check the text leaving the cursor on. Pressing the left key can do some operations as follows: New folder, Delete, Detail, Edit, Lookup, Mark, Sort.

Images:
Save picture and photo. You can use this format: bmp, .jpg and gif. Measure of picture is bmp and less then 240×320 of gif. Jpg format is multiple of 240×320. You can save 30 sheet / frame.

Save pictures and photos. Entering the picture list if you’ve save valid files. Then press the OK key you can look these pictures leaving the cursor on (also you can preview these files in the folder using the multimedia audio player. Pressing the left key can do some operations as follows: New folder, Set as ring, Send, Delete, Detail, Edit, Lookup, Mark, Sort.
My Music:
Save audio files of MP3 files and mid format. Entering the audio list if you've save valid files. Then press the OK key you can listen these files leaving the cursor on (also you can preview these files in the folder using the multimedia audio player. Pressing the left key can do some operations as follows: New folder, Set as ring, Send, Delete, Detail, Edit, Lookup, Mark.

VCard:
Save card in the file and send the VCard by the Bluetooth.

Video:
Save document 3GP and movie files. Enter the movie files list if you've save this valid files then please press the Ok key you can check this movie files leaving the cursor on (also you can preview these files in the folder using the multimedia video player). Pressing the left key can do some operations as follows: New folder, Management, Send, Delete, Detail, Edit, Lookup, Mark.

Note: Format the SD card in the Explorer (Settings—Phone—Memory management), and delete the all data in SD card, but automatism create the blank folder.

4.7 Internet
The device is compatible with WAP service. You can visit various WAP services, for instance, news, weather forecast and airlines etc. The services are specially designed for the device and are maintained by WAP service supplier.

WAP service requires network backup. You can consult the network operator or service supplier about the availability, rates and tax of WAP services.

- URL
  Input website then visit it.

- Homepage
  Enter into homepage and visit it.

- Bookmark
  Enter bookmark page, you can add new bookmark. You can also do the following with the bookmark: get started, view, edit, delete, and delete all.

- Get started: Get started to visit the bookmark website.
- View: View the bookmark website.
- Edit: Edit the website and name of bookmark.
- Delete: Delete the bookmark.
- Delete all: Delete all bookmarks.

- History
  Record the websites you visited before.

- Offline
  You can browse the websites when you are offline.

- WAP Settings
  - Browser setting:
    - Clear cache/cookie: Clear the temporary files and cookies you visited.
    - SIM1/ SIM2/ SIM3 network count: Set your internet account of SIM card in order to visit internet correctly.
    - Download image: You can forbidden or activate it.
    - Play background sound: You can forbidden or activate it.
    - Accept Push: You can suspend or start up it.
    - Preferred storage:
      You can store picture, music, video.
  - Link settings:
5 connectivity settings options are available.

Note: Do not change the settings from time to time; otherwise you may not log on website.

——GPRS setting:
You can set “Open always” or “Open required”.

——Restore to default:
You can restore the default value of WAP settings.

In “Browse” mode, press “OK”, the cursor will go to the icon at the bottom of the screen. Then press “OK” again, the cursor will go to website link and you can edit the website links.

4.8. Tools

4.8.1. Alarm

You can edit alarm, time, ring and repeated ring mode.

In “Edit” mode, when the cursor goes to the desired option, select it, then you can select desired settings.

4.8.2. Bluetooth

- Open/Close Bluetooth
  You can choose to open or close the Bluetooth.

- Bluetooth visibility
  You can choose to Show phone or Hidden when you’ve activated the Bluetooth.

- Paired device
  Search Bluetooth in the menu (ensure the Bluetooth is “visible” before you search it, the detailed operation can be found in Bluetooth User’s Guide). When the compatible Bluetooth is found, it will display on Bluetooth earphone list, then select

“Bluetooth earphone”, you will enter into PIN code input page, input PIN code “0000” (PIN code may vary since the Bluetooth earphones are different, which can be found in Bluetooth Earphone User’s Guide), then ensure the Bluetooth earphone is started up.

When the selected compatible Bluetooth earphone gets started, you can activate it and make a call.

- My Bluetooth name
  You can change the Bluetooth name of your phone.

- Help
  You can look the Help to get how to use the Bluetooth.

4.8.3. Calendar

You can look up the calendar according to this function. On the Calendar interface, you can do the following.

- New Schedule
  You can set up a calendar reminder.

- View Schedule
  You can check a calendar reminder of a certain date.

- All Schedule
  You can check all calendar reminders.

- Clear Today Calendar
  You can clear the calendar reminder of a certain date.

- Clear All
  You can clear all reminders.

- Go to date
  You can go to the date you want.

- By Week
  Display weekly calendar reminder.
4.8.4. Calculator

The function will make your device a calculator with which you can carry out simple math calculation.

4.8.5. Recorder

Use this function you can record or listen to your own record. You can also set the record as incoming call ring. The record file format: wav.

Press left Selection key and select “record”. You can also do the following.

— Start record: Select “record” and continue the following steps;
— Record file list: Select “record file list”.

Select “record”, press to record. During the process, press left Selection key can stop the record, press it again will continue the record. Press right Selection key or “OK” key can stop and save the record. You can also press left Selection key and do the following.

— Audition: Audition of the tape just recorded.
— Record again: You can record a new tape.
— Delete: Delete the tape just recorded.
— Send: the tape to others via Bluetooth or MMS.
— Record file list: Select “record file list”.

Press left Selection key and select “Record file list”, you can also do the following.

— Play: Play selected tape.
— Set as ring: Select a tape as incoming call ring.

— Rename: Rename the selected tape.
— Send: Send the selected tape to others via Bluetooth or MMS.
— Details: View the details, name, date, size and storage place of selected tape.
— Delete: Delete selected tape.
— Delete all: Delete all tapes.

Note: Call record is saved in the record file list.

4.8.6. STK

Enter STK submenu, you can use the additional services that the network service operator provided.

The device has STK function. The service is provided by network operator. If SIM card or network operator fails to provide the service, the function can not be available. Contact network service operator, if you want to have more information.

4.9. Pastime

4.9.1. Image browser

You can browse the photos and pictures more conveniently in this function. Enter the image browser, select the option, you can do the following:

■ Change folder: You can set the default location of the pictures.
■ Send: You can send the selected picture by “MMS” or “Bluetooth”.
■ Slide play: You can browser the pictures as slide playing.
■ Delete: You can delete the selected picture.
■ Set as wallpaper: You can set the selected picture as
wallpaper.
- Rename: You can rename the selected picture.
- Edit picture: You can edit the pictures.
- Mark: You can mark the pictures.
- Detail: You can check through the detail of the picture.
- Slide setting: You can change the effect of slide playing by setting “Select effect” and “Slide delay time”.

4.9.2. E-Book reader

You can read the format of *.txt, *.Lrc files which located in the SD card.

When you save some files, select one, then select the Option, you can do several options, such as Detail, Last read books, Send with BT, Delete, Mark, Settings, and so on.

Enter the reading interface, select the Opt, you can do the following:
- Add bookmark: You can add a bookmark for the current reading interface, and when you want to read them again, you can find the page quickly.
- View bookmark: You can view the bookmark.
- Jump first page: You can jump to the first page of the file.
- Jump last page: You can jump to the last page of the file.
- Jump pages: You can jump to the certain page of the file, just input the page number.
- Turn off backlight: You can turn off the backlight. The default backlight is always on.

4.9.3. Sokoban

- New game
  You can startup the new game.
- Continue
  Continue the last time.
- Select Scene
  Select from 1 to 15.
- Help
  You can view the introduction to simulation games.
5. Text Input

The device provides several text input modes so that you can write text or input data in your “contacts”, edit “contacts” record, search English names and write SMS and to-do list.

In “text input” mode, if you want to change the input way, you can press “#” key. The selected input way will appear on the top left of the screen.

Letter (Capital, Normal)

Enter into edit page, press “#” and switch the input mode to “mEng”, then press the keys on keypad, selected letters will appear on the screen.

Number

Enter into “edit” mode, press “#” and switch the input mode to “123”, then press the keys, number will appear on the screen. The key 0-9 separately represents the figure from 0-9. You can press corresponding key to get desired number. Press right selection key can delete the number you input.

Punctuation

Enter into the “edit” mode, press key “*”, the punctuations will appear. You can scroll the direction key so that the cursor can select desired punctuation. Press left selection key can select the desired punctuation.

6. Care and Maintenance

Maintenance of battery

- Your device is powered by a rechargeable battery. It is necessary to have the battery charged when it is going to wear out. The full performance of a new battery is achieved only when it is fully wore out.
- Unplug the charger from the electrical plug and the device when not in use. Do not leave fully charged battery connected to a charger over a week, since overcharging may shorten its lifetime.
- Temperature tends to affect the limit of battery to be charged. Therefore, it is necessary for the battery to be cooled or warmed before it is charged. If the temperature of battery exceeds 40°C, the battery cannot be charged.
- Use the battery only for its intended purpose and avoid short-circuiting. Accidental short-circuiting can occur when a metallic object causes direct connection of the positive(+) and negative(-) terminals of the battery.
- Do not use damaged battery.
- Leave the battery in hot or cold places will reduce the capacity and lifetime of the battery. A device with a hot or cold battery may not work temporarily, even when the battery is fully charged.
- Do not dispose of batteries in a fire as they may explode. Dispose of batteries according to local regulations.

Care of maintenance of your device

The suggestions below will help you protect your warranty coverage.
- Keep the device and accessories out of the reach of small children.
- Keep the device dry. All types of liquids or moisture will corrode
electronic circuits.

- Do not store the device in hot areas. High temperatures can shorten the life of electronic devices and warp or melt certain plastics.
- Do not attempt to open the device other than as instructed in this guide. Non-professional handling may damage the device.
- Do not use harsh chemicals or strong detergents to clean the device.
- Use only the supplied or an approved replacement attachments, for the unauthorized ones could invalidate the warranty of maintenance.

7. Additional Safety Information

Remember to follow any special regulations in force and use the device only in its normal operation positions.

Traffic Safety
- Unless there is an emergency, otherwise do not use the device when you are driving a vehicle without safety wireless equipment. Please park the vehicle in a safe place before you use the device in order to guarantee that you pay all attention to drive. Observe related regulations.
- In case there is no adequate protection, certain electronic systems of the vehicle may be affected by the electric wave of the device.
- You are suggested to use the device only in vehicles with antenna.
- Only qualified personnel should install the device in a vehicle.

Aircraft Safety
Switch off your device before boarding an aircraft. The use of wireless teledevices in an aircraft may be dangerous to the operation of the aircraft, disrupt the wireless telephone network, and may be illegal. The GSM service will be unavailable. Using your device while flying in aircraft is prohibited.

Environment Safety
- Remember to follow any special regulations in force in any area, and always switch off your device when its use is prohibited or when it may cause interference or danger.
- Operation of any radio transmitting equipment, including wireless phones, may interfere with the functionality of inadequately protected medical devices. Consult a physician or the manufacture of the medical device to determine if you have any questions.
- Your device may interfere with some hearing aids, pacemakers
and other medical devices. Please obey the suggestions provided by physicians or medical device manufacturers.

- You are suggested to switch off the device in any area with potentially explosive atmosphere, such as gas station, chemical factories etc.
- Observe restrictions on the use of radio equipment.